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Abstract

Short-term performance of a production management system for make-to-stock factories mav

be quartified through the service rate per shift; long-term performance through the average

monthly work in process (WIP). This may yield, for example, that WIP is minimized, while the

probability of the service rate being higher than 950~o still exceeds 0 90

By robustness the Japanese quality guru Taguchi meant that controllable factors (inputs) are

selected such that good performance results, while the undesirable effects of environmental

inputs are minimized. This paper, however, is the first to investigate robustness through risk

analysis, which uses Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) to estimate the probabilities of specific

system outputs for different environmental scenarios. To derive a confidence region for the

resulting system performance, this paper uses bootstrapping.

Short-term robustness is illustrated for a four-stage production line and several production-

control systems, namely Kanban, Conwip, Hybrid, and Generic ln this example, Hybrid turns

out to be best. However, when risk is ignored, then Generic is best; so risk considerations do

make a differencel The methodology can be easily applied to any practical production man-

agement situation, as it combines the standard techniques of simulation. heuristic optimization,

risk analysis, and bootstrapping.

Keywords robustness, risk, uncertainty, short-term, transient performance, production

JEL Classification 1`11 I, D81
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I. Introduction

The problem addressed in this paper is the seresitivil}- of production management systems to

unexpected changes in the enviro~ment. We focus on pull produetion-control systems (PPCSs)

such as Kanban. So far, analysts have tried to optimize PPCSs, while assuming a specific

environment ln practice, however, the future environment is unknown. Consequently, the

PPCS's performance may be far below the manager's target (threshold), especially in the short

run A manager's career is endangered when the system being managed gives bad service so

customers start complaining. Therefore in this paper we do not take the traditional, long-run

view th3t foeusas an, fu~ rxample, ihe steady-state service percentage.

This type of sensitivity is also known as robustness or risk. Rnhu.~~nress of products (e.g.,

cars) has been emphasized by the famous lapanese quality guru Taguchi. For PPCSs we

interpret his concept as follows: when selecting the values of the controllable factors (e.g.,

number of kanbans or cards) to obtain good performance, then the undesirable effects of the

environment (e.g., demand variability) should be minimized In practice, robustness is judged

to be a major issue!

IZi.ik crnuly.,i.c (RA) is a technique to estimate the probability of a specitic system output

(e.g., a nuclear disaster), given a distribution of inputs. From that input distribution, RA

samples values that are fed into a simulation model of the real system to be controlled. We do

uot knoH crny~ uppliccrliun.~ ojR,q itrproclacnon manngemeru.

For production management we tackle the robustness problem in a quantitative way, as

follows. Obviously, an infinite amount of work in process (WIP) would guarantee perfect

senice, but a high W[P is too expensive in the long run: Service and WIP must be balanced.

The goal of this paper is to present a methodolugy~ for comparing different PPCS types, each
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with control parameters that are optimized for the huse (most likely) environmental scenario.

We compare the PPCSs' performances under different actual scenarios PPCS performance we

measure by (i) the probability of a'disaster' (short-run service dropping below a given target)

denoted by p, and (ii) average monthly WIP, briefly WIP. For example, management might

wish to be 90"io sure that the disaster probability p is smaller than 0 10 N(p ~ 0.10) ? 090 In

practice, management should decide which risk they are willing to accept at which price (WIP);

to support their decision making, our methodology provides various risk and WIP

combinations corresponding with different PPCSs.

Our main conclusions (see ~5) will be that our methodology - that combines simulation,

heuristic optimization, RA, and bootstrapping - can indeed quantify the robustness of different

PPCSs, so management can select a PPCS fitting their risk attitude We might measure the

PPCS's short-term performance byp - the probability ofy (service percentage per shift)

dropping below the manager's threshold - and its long-term performance by WIP, the monthly

average work in process. Given a distribution of inputs, RA can estimate y- probability ofp

exceeding another threshold, under different scenarios - and WIP - average monthly WIP,

averaged over scenarios. In our particular example, this methodology gives a ranking from best

to worst PPCS that differs from the ranking when risk is ignored.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. ~2 gives background information on

robustness and RA ~3 examines robustness and Rr1 for PPCSs ~ discusses four PPCSs,

namely Kanban, Conwip, Hybrid, and Generic; and experiments with these PPCSs, using

simulation, RA, and bootstrapping. ~5 summarizes our conclusions. Thirty-five references

finish this paper.
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2. Robustness and risk analysis: a general o~'erview

The importance of production planning and its robustness for practice and academia is obvious.

In this paper we focus on PPCSs Our experiments we limit to a production system (process)

that physically consist of a sequence of four stages, inspired by a Toyota factory and studied in

Bonvik, Couch, and Gershwin (1997) The resulting system may be modeled as a special type

ofqueueing system, namely a sequence of servers with limited buffers (inventories) and a

rather complicated priority rule (e.g., Kanban authorization rule); see Buzacott and

Shanthikumar (1993).

Traditionally, queueing systems are characterized by their steady-state mean performance. A

few studies, however, do consider transient performance (e.g., Abate and Whitt 1994, Lin and

Cochran 1990, and Muppala, Malholtra, and Trivedi 1996). Besides expected values, blocking

probabilities (buftèr overflows) are studied for computer and telecommunication systems

( Heidelberger 1995). In this paper we focus on short-term service probabilities.

Nutc In ccnnomics. Kemc.~ saiJ: 'In tltr long nm we are ~II JaaJ'. Su he ar~ued against the cla.sical economias.

tch„ rcheJ ~,n th~ markct mechanism, whtch enwi cs that ,upph anJ Jcmand will he in cyuilihrium. in the long run.

Pur c~nm~d~. su~~plt anJ JemanJ uf lahur ttill he cqual su nu unemplu}ntent will persist; this Ic,n~;-run view,

hu„ r, rr. t, as colJ cumlint fur thc numcruu, unemplu}eJ in Ihe 193(1,! We cl;aim that productiun munager. are in

thc samc lusuion as thc mtemplu~eJ were, If thcir petii,n~ancc is haJ m the .~hort tun, thec will he tired -:tt Icust

,uch ~,crli,nnancc is nol Einxl ti,r lheir c~irecrn In pruducuon manngcment. the tr~Jitiunal. lungaun ctcu tin;uws un

rcpcutn r r, cnL.: ti,r c.~ample. the perti,nnance cnterion is thc zteaJ}-slute .cn ice percentage In such a virw thc

el~t.acal pruh,ihilitc Jctínition applies. A pruhahilil~ ts thc limit uta trcyuency I luwevcr, consider Ihc pruhahilit}' ed'

a(tt~~rsunah'dunstrr' sech :t~ bcinE tireJ as a m~nagcr tiuch a disasler is a uniyue eccnt, su a subi~~;tivist Jclinitiun

„I'tiroh,thilitv ts murc ~Jequatc (A relateJ cicw is the Baecstan onc ) Aho.we l leltun (1997).

Typically, Operations ResearchlManagemen[ Science (ORIMS) focuses on optimization,

given u sr~ u~pur~une~er r~ulrrec The oldest example (dating to the beginning of this century) is
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the economic order quantity (EOQ), which minimizes total costs (TC), given a mean demand.

a variable inventorv holdin~ cost, and a fixed set-up cost per order (we shall brietl} return to

this example: see Figure I) Queueine analvsis assumes parameters that characterize the input

drstributions; for example, a fixed Poisson arrival rate (or fixed parameters that specif~ the

time-var~.ing behavior of the nonhomogeneous Poisson arrival process). Given these

parameters, the stochastic output process is characterized by the measures discussed above

(steady-state mean waiting time, etc.).

ln practice, however, these input parameters are unknown One possibility is that the

parameters are estimated from historical data. Then, the estimated input parameters follow a

statistical distribution. One of the few queueing studics accounting for this cotnplica[ion is

Haverkort and Meeuwissen (1995). Some simulation researchers propose bootstrap methods

to account for the variability of the input process (Barton and Schruben 1996, Cheng and

Holland 1997; afso see ~4); long ago Kleijnen (1983) has already proposed to use the central

limit theorem to incorporate input variability (also see Kleijnen 1994)

The second possibility is that no historical data on the input process are available (this may

happen when designing a new production system). Then neither the bootstrapping technique

nor the central limit theorem apply. This problem has been addressed under the name of R.A,

which uses the )`lonte Carlo technique, sometimes refined to Latin hypercube sampling (LHS).

LHS gives better coverage of the total sarnple space; for details see McKay, Beckman, and

Conover (1979). We shall indeed use LHS in our example. The literature gives several more

definitions of R.A. sometimes differentiating between RA and uncertainty analysis (UA), and

between RA and risk management (see Gran~er Morgan and Henrion 1990).

Norc "fo illuat'ate th~~ pracucnl mipurtaince nf K.A. ~~c mentinn ihr studt nn thr nudcar ~~ ~ast~~ i.ulaW e~ pdut plunl

(W'IPPI nclir Carlibad. Nr~~~ Mr~iai ,~ ~imulati~m mnikl ~~ a, Jr~~rlimcd ~u Seu~ihu Nau~tnul I ul~~n~it~~nes l he
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1-~m~in,nmentnl I'rotectiun l~grncc (I[P.A1 ~a ill gicc hennissinn lu,tart usinE Ihc WIPP, onl`~ ifthe NIIPP simulaliim

mud~~l'. uwhut .hu~~. an accept~hlr risk ~~f a nuclc~tr accident nnd thc stmuluti~m mexlel is accepted a, credihle Sce

I Icltuu, Nidcrsun. Manctta. nnd R ti:hard 119971

RA is a standard technique in nuclear engineering (see again Helton et al. 1997, and also

Balson, Welsh, and Wilson 1992 and Breeding et al. 1992) In computer science, RA has been

used in software development (Bennett, Bohoris, Aspinwall, and Hall 1996). Recently, RA has

also become accepted in management, because ofthe widespread availability of software that

supplements popular spreadsheet programs (Sugiyama and Chow 1997); we use ~Risk. But in

managernent. RA has been applied mainly to investment analysis; case studies are given in

Krumm and Rolle (I992)-

We see risk as closely related to rubu.~me.e.~. A familiar robustness example is Toyota: This

company has succeeded in designing and producing very reliable cars (see the reports by the

quality organization called TUV, on the web address httpalwww.tuvps.corrtr). in general,

quality management has been inspired by Ïu~uchi. His philosophy is simple, but useful, as the

recent panel discussion reported in Nair (1992) demonstrates. We may summarize this philos-

ophy as follows When designing a physical product (such as a car) in the laboratory, there are

a number ofcontrollable inputs (e.g., type ofmaterial) and a number ofenvironmental inputs

(e g., humidity); when selecting the values of the controllables to obtain good performance, the

undesirable effects of the environment should be minimized.

For a familiar example of a robust UIZ M.ti .~yslenr we return to the EOQ. Curve 1 in Figure I

dernonstrates that total cost (TC) are not very sensitive to the exact values of the input

parameters; the EOQ is a square root of these parameters. Curve 11 illustrates that a difïerent

parameter combination may give the same minimum TC at the same EOQ, but with larger

~ensitivity (less robustness).
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fNSERT Figure 1 Robusiness example total costs (7C') ~ersus order quantity O, ~aith eco-

nomic order quantity EOU; two cases (l. II )

For a discussion of Taguchian robustness ofphysical products versus simulated systems we

refer to Mayer and Benjamin (1992). Taguchians focus an the product robustness realized bv

selecting appropriate values of quantitative factors. We compare the robustness of qualitati~el~

differing systems, namely four types of PPCS that are optimized given a base scenario for the

errvironment.

Nate kohusutc., u a cnncepl also uscd nt mathematical st~~tistics, ~chich is an nnpurtunt ORM1S tuul i..ce thc

tnmous Princeton .~tud~ in Andrews et ul. I 972, nnd also I luher 1981). I hat appruach cmphasi~c~ th~l clas::ic

statishcs assumrs normal disuihutions nnd then deri~t,'uptimnP pn~edure.: Howe~er, when this usumpuon d~~c.

nut huld. thrn this uptimalin hresk, duwn yuickle, liir e~amplc the ,xmple a~ eragc is a had c.nmator u( lncation,

the stimple median i.~ mure ruhu~t

So we distinguish two sources ofuncertainty: (i) System uncertainty (customers do not call

ahead to announce their arrival, breakdowns happen unexpectedly, etc.), and (ii) analysts

uncertainty (analysts do not know the true arrival rate, etc. ). In OR~1v1S the first type of

uncertainty is modeled though the 'laws' of mathematical probability; for example, Gaussian,

Poisson, and binomial distributions Notice that in practice, managers see only one source of

uncertainty, namely system uncertainty! For a further discussion of these two types of

randomness we refer to Helton (1997).
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3. Robustness and risk analysis in production management

Methodologically speaking, Taguchians im~estigate the effects of the environment through the

selection of a relatively small number ofcombinations of environmental input values, using

'orthogonal arrays'. The efficiency of this experiment can be improved by the application of

classic design of experiments (DOE) - such as 2" -" designs - as classical statisticians have

pointed out (see again Nair 1992). Further, the robustness measure or response function to be

optimized, may be improved. Taguchians assume either quadratic loss functions or simple

signal-noise functions- We proposed response functions that make sense from an economic

point ofview Minimize average mantlrly W[P under a service constraint. We do not use a cost

tuncnon that assumes specific holding and out-of-stock costs; especially the latter costs are

hard to quantify, in practice-

We know only a single application ofTaguchi's approach to PPCSs, namely the Kanban

study by Moeeni, Sanchez, and Vakharia(1997). Taguchi's approach has also been used for

system design including job shops (Benjamin, Erraguntla, and Mayer 1995), and for production

planning outside PPCSs (Lim, Kim, Yum, and Hwang 1996).

Taguchi's approach has focused on recd-wnrld experiments meant to design robust mer.c.e

prudncl.~ (such as cars), whereas RA concerns .eimrrla~iurr experiments meant to study the

chance of a disaster of rurryrre .ry.~~em.~ (such as a nuclear reactor). Hence Taguchians must limit

their experiments to a few scenarios, whereas RA may simulate hundreds of scenarios. We

conclude that Taguchi's philosophy was valuable because it highlighted the importance of

robustness; for the study of risk and robustness of systems it is more important to apply

,imulatinn and RA
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In the study of production management, analysts have often applied simulation, including

sensitivity analysis through classic DOE and - sometimes - through Taguchi's designs We

emphasize that such an analysis selects ex~reme combinations of input values, and these

scenarios have low probabilities of realization, in general (An alternative sensitivity technique -

namely Schruben and Coglíano's (1987) frequency domain experiments - also results in too

many extreme scenarios; for a recent development of that technique see Mornce and Bardhan

1995).

More specifically, as the measure of short-term performance we take the serrice lerel p~i~

shiji (percentage of demand per shift satistied from stock; we assume two shifts per day).

denoted by y. For the long term we take the averaXe monlhl} bt'll'. We speak of a di.ccrsier

when t~ (service) drops below the manager's target of - for example - 95o~a. The challenge is to

meet this service constraint while minimizing average monthly W1P. Satisfying this constraint

cannot be guaranteed with 100oro certainty. The probability of a disaster we denote bvp: for

example p- P(y ~ 0.95); see Figure 2(we shall present more figures for bothp and average

monthly WIP, for different service targets and PPCSs).

INSERT Figure 2: Densit,y function ofy~ (service level per shift) and disaster probability p-

P(y ~ 0.95): A simulation example

Methodologically, our approach uses discrete-event simulation and optimization heuristics

to select a PPCS that satisfies the service condition (p ~ 0 01 with p- P(y ~ 0 95)) with

minimal WIP, ~iveit a set of environmental parameter values (such as the parameters of the

demand distribution). Next we account for the uncertainty of these input parameter values. and

apply RA to estimate 1~;,(~~), the disaster probability p's distribution, and I„(x~), the average
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monthly WlP's distribution (determined by the distribution ofthe input parameters). An

example is Figure 3 Notice the hu~h~r~h shape of the disaster density function: Under many

scenarios no disasters occur (left-hand side); under many other scenarios the optimized Kanban

svstem never gives the target service of 974~~ (right hand). lJnlike we conjectured, low disaster

probabilities do not necessarily go together with high WIPs: X` - 0.0121 (part c of figure).

INSERT Figure 3: Density (unctions ofp (disaster probability) and average monthly WIP for

optimized Kanban. given service target of 970~0: An example

In keneral, once the RA has been finished, the analysts - combining their knowledge with

that of their clients- may establish the risk model's credibility if they can explain why specific

input parameters are important. ln our case there are only seventeen parameters, so we study

all individual scatter plots; we conclude that the only important parameter is the demand rate;

see Figure 3(If there are many more inputs, then we need statistical analysis to detect the

important inputs. For example, make scatter plo[s per parameter, and apply regression analysis

and contin~ency tables per scatter plot; see Kleijnen and Helton 1998.)

INSERT Figure 4: Sca[ter plot of an important and an unimportant input parameter; a

RA~PPCS example

Tecl;nically, we first select the period during which the type ofPPCS is kept the same

(`frozen'), ti~r example, we select a Kanban system for next month. Then we estimate the

optimal values of the control variables (number of cards per card or authorization 'loop') This

optimization assumes fixed values for the environmental inputs, which define the base scenario
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Next using LHS, we sample a combination of input values from the assumed joint distribution.

Each combination is input of a simulation run of fixed length, for example, one month Each

month starts with the same initial conditions. Each run gives the values for the two criteria,

namely servicey's empirical distribution and the average monthlv WIP We use an LHS sample

of size 100 Given this distribution, we can determine whether a disaster happened: Did t drop

below the manager's threshold (e.g. 95"~0) during any shift? The estimated probability of a

disaster is p. We emphasize that for different target values the simulation does not need to be

run again; again see Fígure 2

R.4 samples values for parameters such as the mean and variance of the Gaussian distribu-

tion for demand. Next, random (discrete-event) simulation samples individual demand values

during a simulation run. Because we wish to minimize computer time, we do not replicate the

simulation runs. (Alternatively, we might have replicated the terminating simulation run of one

month, using independent streams ofpseudorandom numbers to sample individual values from

the demand distribution )

We believe in the KLSS ('keep it simple, stupid') principle, so we start with the simplest type

of environment that preserves some interesting characteristics of PPCSs Therefore we assume

that the system's input distributions (for demand and the like) do not change during next

month. More specifically, we assume identically and independently distributed (i.i.d ) input

variables (instead of more general stationary time series of input variables).

Note In practice, Ihe em'trunntenl changes uver Umr. tix example. lhe demand rate incroases ~shzn a cuuntn

enters the Fur~~peen Cunununit~, and tcchnologtcal prugres. reduces ihe menn procesm~ time and increases the

mean ume behseen failwe, Then the PPCS necd, atiju,tmenU We .uppuse that tiu (sa~ ) ne~t ~ear mana~ement

keeps ihe [tp~ ul pruductiun cuntrul systetn li~ed. li~r e~ample, tlte}~ .;clect a Kanhan .vstcm Nec~rtheless, the ~ alues

nf the cnntrol ~ anahle, - tbr e~ample, the number uf cards - mat he chan~ed- either from i.a~ l month to tnonth -

stauc appruach - or ttom dav to da~' - dvnamte contrul In thts paper ue limit uurselce. tu the static canant
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In ,ummary, we start with a stationarv but uncertain environment that is controlled through

a static PPCS: The i i d input variables with distributional parameters are sampled through

RA, next the PPCS is optimized for the base scenario; hnallv the PPCS's robustness is esti-

mated throu~;h simulation and RA

4. Kanban, Conwip, Hybrid, and Generic PPCSs: Simulation, RA, and bootstrap

There are various PPCSs, but best known is the Kanban system. Conwip is the simplest PPCS

if the number ofcontrol loops is the criterion: it has a single loop, namely the number of cards

that cu~d~~ls lhe WIP totaled over all stages - t}om the final productron stage to the initial

staee ofthe production line; see Spearman, Woodruti~ and Hopp (1990). Hybrid combines

Kanban and Conwip; see Bonvik et aL(1997), The Genc:ric system detined in Gaury, Kleijnen,

and Pierreval (1997) indudes Kanban, Conwíp, and a Hybrid as special types. In our

examples we reproduce the estimated optimal values for three PPCSs (Kanban, Conwip,

Hybrid) t~om Bonvik et al. (1997), and for the Generic system from Gaury et aL (1998).

ln our academic examples we have no information on the likelihood of the various scenar-

ios. Therefore we assume that all scenarios are equally likely; that is, we use a uniform prior

distribution per parameter, and assume independent parameters. Our optimal card numbers

hold for the scenario with all quantitative factors at their mid values. Figure 5 illustrates the

etièct of the nwnber of cards on the disaster probability, for Conwip. Of course, the probability

of zero disaster probability is highest when the number of cards is extremely large (see c- 50;

left-hand side). Some scenarios lead to a disaster, even when c- 50 (right-hand side)
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INSERT Figure í Etiect of number of cards c on the disaster probability in Conwip. for

variable scenarios

We simulate several 1arKe! vahre.~, namely 95"~0, 970~0, and 99.9oIo; see Figure G Ohviouslv,

the lower the threshold is, the higher is the probability of no 'disaster'.

P(f~ - 0 ~ ~~ ~ 0-95) ~ P(p - O I y ~ 0.999) ( see left-hand side).

INSERT Figure 6: Effect of service target on disaster probability

Given a target value (say, 97"~0), the different scenarios give a balh nrh shape for the

estimated density function of the disaster probability p, for each of the four optimized PPCSs,

see the upper part of Figure 7(for Kanban we have already noticed this shape in Figure i)

This figure shows that some scenarios certainly eive a disaster (right-hand side), whatever

PPCS is used These disaster scenarios are characterized by mean demands that exceed pro-

duction rates (remember Figure 4). We display results for a single target value; the other two

target values give similar figures.

INSERT Figure 7 Estimated density function of disaster probabilityp and average monthly

WIP for four PPCSs, given a 970~o target

We take a risk-averse attitude we wish to avoid high probabilities of disasters Rather

arbitrarily, we decide to characterize the probability function ofp through the probability ofp

being higher than 0 9 y- P(p ? 0.9). The probability function of the ar~ercrge monthly WIP
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(lawer part ofFigure 7) we may characterize through its mean. To estimate this mean we

compute the sample mean ( average) WIP laverage monthly WIP averaged over scenarios).

Nute In ltencral. a pruhuhilin' functinn ma~ he ch~r:~ctennd thuuEh its lucntion, mea,ured by the mean, median.

und nx~c I'hc~c threc mcasure. would wmctde tiir svmmeu tc tunctíons. In our c~periments we ub.en-e that thc

.amplc mrJums are noI scnsiti~'c enough tn Ihc reluut'ch mam outlicrs correywnding wtth higtt WIP levels

Th~~rcli,rr we usc .amplc meem,

Management may select a particular PPCS based on their personal trade-off between

probabilitv y and G1~'ll' We use boul.cn~appin~; (see Efron and Tibshirani 1993) to estimate the

joint distribution of these hvo criteria fur a specitic PPCS. In our study, a particular scenario

(say) i- in the original LHS sample of size n- 100 - gives a disaster probability~~, and an

avera~e monthly WIP, These ir scenarios together give y and WlP Bootstrapping means that

the bivariate output (h„ WIP,) of scenario i is resampled randomly with replacement; that is,

the outout receives a multinomially distributed weight t,', with values 0, l, 2, ..., n such that

~u; - ii. This set of weights ( multinomial sample) yields a new value for the two criteria (y,

6t'll' ) To estimate the distribution of these two criteria , we repeat this multinomial sampling

ii - 200 times ( Obviously, bootstrapping takes much less computer time than B times repeat-

ing the entire simulation with its n scenarios.) This gives Figure 8.

INSERT Figure 8 Bootstrapped joint density function ofy- P(~~ ~ 0 9) and WIP, for the

Generic PPCS

~1'e use these bootstrapped values to estimate a 90"~o simultaneous confidence region for the

two estimated criteria values. We assume that these values are bivariate normally. To test this

assumptions we apply Johnson and Wichern (1992, pp. 158-164), as follows. Denote the
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sample multi-~ariate observations by xh wiih h- l, ., li Define the squared generalized

distance d;

clti -(x,-x)~S-r(x.-X), h-1,2,..,1i (I)

with x-~~i x,, and S-~h i(x,, -.x)(x,, - i)' I(B - I). Then rrvariate normality is

indicated if(i) roughly halfofthe~;; are less than X;.(IL50), ~ahich denotes the SOoo quantile.

and (ii) a plot of the R ordered distances versus the li quantiles X;,(~h-ll. i) B~I ~ives a

straight line This test with v-2 gives Figure 9, which suggests that the normality assumption

may indeed be used for the C'ieneric system. W'e assume tha[ the assumption also holds tbr thc

other three svstems.

INSERT Figure 9: Assumed normality of the bootstrapped y and WIP, for the (ieneric PPCS

lohnson and Vl'ichern (1992, pp 189) gives a 1- a confidence region for the two boot-

strapped criteria collected in tr

RI-Y-N).S r(x-}l)-!~'r, ,2(R-I).~(B-2). (2)

We might apply this fonnula to each of the four PPCSs with a type-1 error rate of a

However, our selection of a PPCS depends on all four ellipses simultaneously Therefore we

use Bonferroni's inequality We replace u by a l4. which keeps the overall type-I error rate

below a. Taking a- 0 10 yields Figure 10 This fiSure suggests the Hybrid system is best It

minimizes both y and WII' Practical implementation considerations mav lead to Kanban

Kanban only slightly increases both criteria values Comvip gives excessi~e WIP The Generic

system ~ives relativel~~ high WIP, while not decreasinP q- When risk is iKnored, then the
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ranking from best to worst is: Generic, Hybrid, Conwip, Kanban (we do not show details). So

risk considerations do make a difference!

INSERT Figure 10 90"~o confidence regions (based on bootstrapping and Bonferroni) for y

and Wll', for the four PPCSs

~. Conclusions

N'e investigated the short-term robustness ofproduction management systems confronted wíth

random chan~c~ in the environment (e g., a change in demand rate). We quantified perfor-

mance bv h- the probability ofy (service percentage per shiR) dropping below the manager's

threshuld - and by Wll', the monthly average work in process. Given a distribution of inputs,

we applied risk analysis (RA) to estimate two criteria, namely q- probability ofli exceeding

another threshold, under different scenarios - and WII' - average monthly lt'IP, averaged over

scenarios

Our methodology combined simulation and heuristic optimization to derive pull production-

control svstems(PPCSs) optimized for a particular base scenario. Next, RA and bootstrapping

quantitied the robustness ofdifierent PPCSs, so management could select a PPCS fitting their

risk attitude.

We focused on Kanban, Conwip, Hybrid, and Generic PPCSs. In the particular example the

Hybrid turned out to be best (however, when risk is ignored, then Generic is best; risk

considerations do make a difference). In practice, however, there are different production

s~stems (e g., job shops) with different production control systems; moreover managers may

as-sume different scenarios with an associated distribution, and they may select different cost
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functions and have different risk attitudes So our major contribution is the methodolog~ ~~e

derived in this paper.
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Figure 1. Robustness example: total costs (TC~ versus order quantity Q, with economic
order quantity EOQ; two cases (I, II)

Savice Icael per shi~l

Figure 2. Density function of}~ (service level per shift) and disaster probability
p- P(y ~ 0.95): a simulation example
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